(LP: linear polarizer; QW: 1/4λ waveplate; M: mirror; BS: beam splitter; Spec: spectrometer; CCD: charge-coupled device). A collimated supercontinuum light source (NKT, SuperK Compact) is illuminated normally on to the metaaperture via a low numerical aperture (NA) objective lens (Olympus, 4×, NA=0.13). A combination of linear polarizer and quarter waveplate was employed to shift the incident polarization between left-handed and right-handed circular polarization. The transmitted light through the meta-aperture is collected with another objective lens (60×, NA=0.7), and is subsequently directed respectively to a CCD camera and a spectrometer with a cubic beam splitter. The CCD cameras were used to monitor and for positioning the meta-aperture to make sure that all of the transmission spectra (including the DC transmission through a slit-only structure that is for the normalization) were measured at the same place with respect to the slightly-focused incident beam (hence experiencing the same intensity distribution). Inset (a) shows the near-field intensity mapping of the focused laser beam impinging onto the sample. The focal spot size is carefully controlled such that the structure is well within the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) area. Inset (b) shows the raw optical transmission spectra through an aperture-only structure (termed as "_DC") and a specific meta_aperture (as "_MA"). The transmission spectra in the main text are obtained by normalizing the transmittance from the meta_aperture with that from the central aperture only (as "*_MA/*_DC").
. The configuration includes two antenna columns with the left-side antennas penetrated through the metal film. A laser beam is illuminated onto the structure from the bottom side such that SP wave is launched merely from the left-side antennas ("launching array") and interacts with the right-side antennas ("scattering array") during its propagation. By comparing the energy of SPs with/without the scattering array, we can easily obtain the scattering loss of SPs. (c) The near-field distribution of SPs launched from array A, with and without the scattering array. The inset is a zoom-in view of the curves within 6-8μm, indicating a transmission efficiency of 90% (ξ=0.9) of SP when passing through the scattering array. (d) The phase difference of SPs excited from the two spin states of CPL, considering and without considering the scattering effect, respectively. 
Supplementary Note 1: Analytical model of SPs field launched by a metasurface seed
For each of the rectangular nanoantennas composing the metasurface seed as shown in Fig. 3a in the main text, it can approximately be regarded as an in-plane dipolar plasmon source provided the aspect ratio of the structure is sufficiently larger. Assuming that an antenna is φ dp -angled with respect to the x-axis (as illustrated in the inset in Fig. 3a in the main text) and illuminated with a circularly polarized light, the electric field of SPs emerging from the antenna can be calculated under the dipole approximation: s dp c ( ) 0 dp 1 ( , ) cos( )
where r j denotes the distance apart from the geometric center of the antenna and φ j the polar angle with respect to the x-axis, respectively. The combined field from a vertical array (assuming it extends to infinity) is simply the summation of the electric field from all of the antennas s dp c ,array 0 dp 1 ( , ) cos( )
Under the stationery phase approximation:
Eq. (3) evolves to an analytical one: s dp c sp 4 ,array 0 dp ( , ) cos( )
Eq. (4) illustrates an SP plane wave with spin-and orientation-dependent phase. As a result, the total electric field of SPs from the metasurface seed is the superposition of a pair of plane waves: s dp s dp c s dp c ( ) sp ( /2) ( /2) 4 2 0 dp dp sp /2 /2 4 0 dp s dp In the calculation, we do not consider the scattering effect of SPs when encountering the adjacent antenna array during its propagation. Such a treatment could give us a clearer picture of the physics behind the spin-resolved EOT while does not lose much the precision. Under two special cases, i.e., φ dp = +π/4 and -π/4, Eq. (5) Here, we use the symbols of "˄" and "˅"to mimic the appearance of the metasurface seed when φ dp = +π/4 and -π/4, respectively.
Supplementary Note 2: Analytical model of the phase of SPs when increasing the number of metasurface seeds
As discussed in the main text, the basic principle of the process to improve the extinction ratio is that the out-of-phase feature of the structure should not be modified when increasing the number of metasurface seeds. For the metasurface as illustrated in Fig. 4a in the main text, it is interpreted as an assembly of multiple seeds with alternate orientation and 2t increment of the separation. For simplicity, it is termed as MS=[S1,S2,S3,S4,S5]=[(t, ˄),(3t, ˅),(5t, ˄),(7t, ˅),(9t, ˄)]. As all of the metasurface seeds share the geometric center, the consolidated phase of the entire structure is expressed as: ms, s s dp, dp, BP ( , ) LHCP, RHCP, 4
where BP σs represents the binary phase induced by a metasurface seed. 
